Determining details of spatially extended neurons is a challenge that needs to be overcome. The 23 oriens-lacunosum/moleculare (OLM) interneuron has been implicated as a critical controller of 24 hippocampal memory making it essential to understand how its biophysical properties contribute 25 to function. We previously used computational models to show that OLM cells exhibit theta spiking 26 resonance frequencies that depend on their dendrites having hyperpolarization-activated cation 27 channels (h-channels). However, whether OLM cells have dendritic h-channels is unknown. We 28 performed a set of whole-cell recordings of OLM cells from mouse hippocampus and constructed 29 multi-compartment models using morphological and electrophysiological parameters extracted 30 from the same cell. The models matched experiments only when dendritic h-channels were 31 present. Immunohistochemical localization of the HCN2 subunit confirmed dendritic expression. 32 These models can be used to obtain insight into hippocampal function. Our work shows that a tight (Marín, 2012) . 46 The contribution of a specific cell type to network and behavioural function is necessarily 47 grounded in its biophysical properties. While immunohistochemical and single-cell transcriptomic 48 studies provide insight into which ion channels might be present in a particular cell type, how 49 different cell types contribute to function must necessarily include its activity within circuits (Kopell 50 et al., 2014). An individual neuron's activity largely arises from its ion channel kinetics, densities, and 51 localization across its neuronal compartments. In this regard, mathematical multi-scale (channel 52 and cellular), multi-compartment computational models are needed to help provide insights and 53 hypotheses of how specific cell types contribute to brain function and disease processes. However, 54 developing such mathematical models come with their own set of caveats and limitations. Creating perspective, the consequences of dendritic h-channel expression in OLM cells was explored in our 103 previous computational study where h-channels were found to modulate the spiking preference of 104 OLM cell models -incoming inhibitory inputs recruited either a higher or lower theta frequency 105 (akin to Type 1 or Type 2 theta, respectively -Kramis et al. (1975) ) depending on the presence 106 or absence of dendritic h-channels (Sekulić and Skinner, 2017). In that computational study, our 107 OLM cell models were derived from previously built populations of OLM cell multi-compartment 108 models in which appropriate OLM cell models were found with h-channels present either in the 109 soma only or uniformly distributed in the soma and dendrites (Sekulić et al., 2014). We had 110 previously leveraged these models and showed that appropriate OLM cell model output could be 
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Considering all of the above, we aimed to build "next generation" multi-compartment models of 122 OLM cells to achieve a two-pronged goal. First, we wanted to determine whether multi-compartment 123 models built using morphological and electrophysiological data from the same cell would produce 124 consistent results regarding h-channel localization to dendrites or not, and second, to determine 125 the biophysical characteristics of h-channels in OLM cells. We considered our models to be next 126 generation over previous multi-compartment OLM cell modelling efforts because each model was 127 built using experimental data from the same cell, including its morphology, passive properties, and Table 5 ) compared to the -120pA ZD trace. (Bottom) Fitted membrane time constants ( ) for all current clamp steps with ZD7288 application, as well as the -30pA TTX trace (from protocol #4 in Table 5 ), i.e.,current clamp step without ZD7288 application, but with other channel blockers present: TTX/4-AP/TEA. 2001) to develop our multi-compartment models. Figure 1A ,B shows imaging of the three chosen 163 cells, with the reconstructed cell morphologies shown in Figure 1C , and typical electrophysiological 164 OLM cell profiles with sag characteristics shown in Figure 1D . Details of the model reconstructions 165 are given in the Methods.
166
To capture the passive response of the three cells we used long -120 pA current clamp traces in 167 which all synaptic and voltage-gated channels were blocked. This choice was made because we 168 found that the -30 pA traces were noisier in general (see Methods. The resulting fitted passive parameters of axial resistivity ( ), specific capacitance ( ), 173 leak conductance ( ) and leak reversal potential ( ) (see Table 6 in Methods, top of Table 2 174 and as summarized in All of our models were found to have consistent but low values as shown in shown in Figure 4A . These models do not fully match the experimental traces. Although we did 255 explore values that were between 0 and 1 (not shown), it is clear that given the fits shown in 256 Figure 4A , it is unlikely that changing to a value between 0 (somatic expression only) to 1 (full 257 somato-dendritic expression) would improve the fits to the experimental data. imply that ℎ is never fully activated, i.e., ∞ does not reach 1. Thus, by re-fitting ℎ first, followed by 295 ∞ , we increased the likelihood that ∞ did not diverge too much from the experimental data points re-fitting ℎ should allow for any mismatch due to ℎ to be corrected for.
299
Using this approach, which we termed a "staggered" re-fitting, we show the model outputs in 300 Figure 4C where only the -120 pA TTX traces were used for fitting the parameters, with the -90pA TTX 301 traces provided test data to validate the fits. We note that the results with this approach were more 302 successful than the previous approaches. By fitting the parameters in such a way that the ones most for Cell 3. As shown in Figure 4B and Table 4 , =1 column.
311
All the models in the staggered re-fit were done with =1, because that value was the one that This is graphically depicted in Figure 5B . We deemed this unlikely, and concluded that the relatively 327 small divergence in the re-fitted ℎ with =1 compared to the experimental case indicated a 328 much more reasonable error. Hence, the fact that it was possible to match the experimental 329 traces using both =0 and =1 did not mean that they were equally valid. Current (pA)
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Voltage step (mV) A. Using a staggered re-fitting, both =0 or 1 are good fits to the experimental data. Note that the -90pA TTX traces are "test" traces and were not used for fitting (-120pA TTX used for fitting), = 0 or 1. B. =1 is clearly more appropriate than =0 relative to the experimental data as shown in plotting I-V curves. cell voltage output at +30 pA, +60 pA and +90 pA depolarizing steps (protocol #2 in Table 5 in the   396 Methods), and we did our fitting using holding currents in line with the experimental data (4 pA   397 for Cell 1 and -5 pA for Cell 2). We note that our fits were done using the specific experimental The most highly ranked optimized models for Cell 1 and Cell 2 are plotted in red, and the experimental data is plotted in blue. Model parameters were optimized using depolarizing +30 pA, +60 pA, and +90 pA current step recordings from protocol #2 in Table 5 specific for Cell 1 and Cell 2. to the full spiking models as done experimentally, and found that they were in full agreement with (AHP) at higher spike rates. In terms of inward current contributions, we did not see any observable 435 contributions from the L-type and T-type calcium channel types. Mostly, inward current contribu-436 tions in the spiking regimes were from sodium channels. However, ℎ provided some observable 437 contributions during the spike recovery periods, and also provided a larger contribution leading up 438 to the first spike. 439 We note that our goal was to obtain spiking models that could adequately recapitulate the 440 data for the particular cell, that is, starting idealized "base" models of OLM cells. The existence of h-channels, mixed cation channels that activate with hyperpolarization, has long and of -9.99 mV ( Table 4 ). The voltage-dependence of the time constant yielded fits that were 507 different but with overlapping values for the three cells ( Figure 3B ). Figure 4A) . To explain why this may be the case, some general issues in building multi-582 compartment models directly from limited experimental data need to be considered.
Immunohistochemistry reveals dendritic HCN2 channel expression in OLM cells

583
The experimental data obtained from the OLM cells here, used to extract both passive and 584 h-channel characteristics, were not perfectly optimal. In an attempt to constrain as many distinct 585 parameters within the same cell as possible, we deliberately sacrificed depth for breadth so that 586 practical choices were inevitable in the distribution of efforts. There are inherent limitations to cell 587 stability that require rapid succession through a sequence of experimental protocols ( in all three of our models when fit with data from the same cell was enough to allow for conclusions 669 as to dendritic expression of h-channels in OLM cells. Also, we focused on uniform h-channel 670 distribution in the dendrites since our starting models using either no h-channels or h-channels 671 fully and uniformly distributed in the dendrites did not match the experimental data ( Figure 4A ).
672
Considering distributions that were not uniformly distributed (e.g., distributed only in proximal 673 dendrites) would be unlikely to capture the data given that the total h-channel conductance would 674 remain the same. in the behaving animal can emerge by using virtual networks. The I h -specific blocker ZD7288 (10 M) was used to obtain the I h -sensitive current and to constrain 762 I h parameters on a per-cell basis.
763
The order of protocols is important to consider during the subsequent procedures of obtaining OLM 
Order Description of procedure
#1 Voltage clamp seal test. #2 Wash-in of synaptic blockers (DNQX/APV/Gabazine). Current clamp 2s-long steps from -120pA to +90pA in 30pA steps. #3 Voltage clamp protocol for activating ℎ : Holding potential at -40mV, with a 1.2s-long step at progressively hyperpolarized potentials to -120mV, in -10mV increments. #4 Wash-in of TEA, 4-AP and TTX, then current clamp protocol as in step #2. #5 Same protocol for ℎ activation as step #3, but now in the presence of TTX/4-AP/TEA. #6 ℎ reversal potential protocol in voltage clamp mode: Holding potential at -40mV, followed by a prepulse to -120mV for 1.2sec to fully activate h-channels. Then, a depolarized relaxation step at -110mV was performed for 1s before returning to the holding potential. Repeated multiple times, with the relaxation steps becoming successively more depolarized at 10mV intervals across each repeated sweep. #7 Wash-in of ZD7288, then current clamp protocol performed as in step #2. #8 Same protocol for ℎ activation as steps #3 and #5, but now also in the presence of the h-channel blocker ZD7288.
The "order" column displays the sequential order in which the protocols were performed, with a description of each procedure provided in the following column. the algorithm is supposed to be robust to noise and is invariant to linear changes in gray values.
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In terms of practical application, however, we found that the success of the XuvTools algorithm as an "undershoot" of the -30pA ZD traces after normalization of the traces was done, so that the 889 -30pA ZD traces showed a marked slowing of compared to both the -120pA ZD as well as -30pA
890 "TTX traces" (i.e., #4 in Table 5 , referred to as such due to TTX application, in addition to potassium 891 and synaptic blockers), the latter two being largely overlapping (Figure 2-Figure Supplement 1A ).
892
The noisier charging portion of the -30pA ZD traces could be seen more clearly if the time point session using a nonlinear least squares regression (Figure 2) . The amplitude of the traces were 933 normalized at the time point at which depolarizing responses in the "TTX traces" (i.e., #4 in Table 5 934 when TTX/4-AP/TEA applied), due to the h-channel current ( ℎ ) cause the membrane potential to 935 deviate from the (putatively) passive response under the "ZD traces" (i.e., #7 in Table 5 when ZD7288   936 27 of 40 also applied). For each cell, both the -30pA and -120pA ZD traces were used to compare to the 937 TTX traces, as these should both reflect largely passive membrane responses. We note that for Table 7 . 941 We also fitted the membrane time constant for the models, using a -120pA current clamp step 942 in the models without ℎ included (see Table 7 ). rapidly changing charging portion with many more data points.
947
Compartmentalization of the models was done in NEURON using the rule where compartment 948 lengths are set to a fraction of the length constant , where =100Hz. We set the fraction of 949 to be 0.1 for all models. Table 7 gives the resulting number of compartments in each of the cells, 950 along with their surface areas in the finalized models, that is, after staggered re-fitting.
951
Mathematical equations for h-channels
952
The specification of the current for h-channels, ℎ , was taken from our previous work (Lawrence The conductance-based mathematical formulation used to represent current flow through h-958 channels is given by: Given our experimental protocol (see Table 5 ), we were able to obtain h-channel current ( ℎ ) reversal 966 potentials, activation kinetics, and steady-state activation for each of the three chosen cells.
967
Reversal potential: To obtain the reversal potential for ℎ , we first removed the leak components 968 and capacitive transients from the voltage clamp recordings in order to isolate the ℎ components. This was done by taking the traces obtained by the reversal potential protocol (#6 in Table 5 ) and 
where, for somatic compartments, The relative height of the AP between the peak voltage and the voltage where the first derivative is higher than 12 V/s, for at least 5 points.
AHP_time_from_peak (ms)
Time between AP peaks and AHP depths.
time_to_first_spike (ms)
Time from the start of the stimulus to the maximum of the first peak.
voltage_base (mV)
The resting membrane potential before the current step.
AP_amplitude_change
Difference of the amplitudes of the second and the first AP divided by the amplitude of the first AP.
AP_duration_half_width (ms)
Full width at half maximum of each action potential.
AHP_depth (mV)
Relative voltage difference between the minimum AHP voltage and the voltage base.
mean_frequency (Hz)
The mean frequency of the firing rate.
AHP_slow_time
Time difference between absolute voltage values at the first after-hyperpolarization starting 5 ms after the peak and the peak, divided by interspike interval.
adaptation_index
Normalized average difference of two consecutive ISIs.
2. Fine-tuned the parameter ranges and objectives to avoid areas of the parameter space that 1116 generate undesirable results and keep re-doing the optimizations using this approach until 1117 the top models consistently generate appropriate electrophysiologies. The parameter ranges 1118 used that produced the final models are shown in Table 9 .
1119
The top five optimized models for Cell 1 and Cell 2 are presented in Figure 7 and All of the objective features that were used in the optimization are listed in Table 10 , and the 1134 parameter ranges are given in Table 9 . Features 1-10 were used for the +30 pA, +60 pA, and +90 Model traces compared to experiment for Cell 1 with staggered re-fitting procedure, where first passive properties are fitted, followed by total ℎ , ∞ and ℎ . Only the -120pA TTX trace was used for fitting; the other traces show validation of the model's parameters using different current clamp steps.
=1. Holding current injections: -28 pA for all four steps of -120, -90, -60, -30 pA. Model traces compared to experiment for Cell 3 with staggered re-fitting procedure, where first passive properties are fitted, followed by total ℎ , ∞ and ℎ . Only the -120pA TTX trace was used for fitting; the other traces show validation of the model's parameters using different current clamp steps.
=1. Holding current injections: 2.7 pA for -120pA step; 3.1 pA for -90 and -60pA steps; 3.4 pA for -30pA step. When injecting -90 pA and -120 pA current injections to the top spiking models, we accounted for differences in holding currents during experiment with TTX traces or traces from protocol #2 in Table 5 -'DNQX current traces'. The spiking models still generate appropriate hyperpolarization responses. Cell 1 holding current injections: -28 pA for -90 and -120pA steps, TTX traces, and 4pA for DNQX traces; Cell 2 holding current injections: -5.1 for -90 and -120pA steps, TTX traces, and -5pA for DNQX traces. Note that the recordings shown here are from the first dendritic compartment adjacent to the soma since calcium channels are not present in the somatic compartment. During hyperpolarizing steps, it is evident from these plots that I ℎ (IH) and the leak current (IL) are the primary contributors to the electrophysiological output. For depolarizing steps, we see the largest contributions are from A-type potassium current (IKa), fast delayed-rectifier current (IKdrf), sodium current (INa), and calcium-dependent potassium current (IKCa), with increasing contributions from M-type current (IM) as the current step magnitude gets larger. Slow delayed-rectifier current (IKdrs) contributes minimally. Figure 7 , we show the +30 pA, +60 pA, and +90 pA current injection steps for models (red) plotted against the corresponding experimental data (blue). Spiking models for Cell 1 and Cell 2 that were ranked second, third, fourth, and fifth are shown from top to bottom. 
